Whether you’re an executive leader, a team manager with a busy home life, a call center agent, or anyone in between, we all need to see and hear each other clearly to be effective. Poly makes professional quality headset, video, and phone devices that eliminate distracting noise and deliver noticeably clearer audio and video on any platform, like Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Google Hangouts, WebEx and the list goes on.
YOUR TYPICAL REMOTE ENVIRONMENT
- Multiple adults working from home
- Dedicated workspace and professional setup
- Similar equipment to office
- In meetings 80% of the time

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS
- Highest-quality, advanced technology
- Easy setup and use
- Flexibility to move and change locations
- Hear and see all participants clearly
- Prevent nearby noise from disrupting calls

**POLY VOYAGER FOCUS UC**
Stereo Bluetooth headset that lets you focus on work—not the chaos around you
- Connects wirelessly across laptops, Bluetooth-enabled desk phones, mobile phones and tablets for ultimate flexibility
- Brilliant audio that removes the distracting sounds around you that keep you from focusing or being heard clearly
- Intuitive features and a comfortable design deliver a great experience

**POLY ELARA 60**
Mobile phone station that transforms your smartphone into a desktop productivity powerhouse
- Answer a call in the kitchen and seamlessly switch it to a headset, speakerphone, or handset in your home office
- Better audio at your desk means conversations (and music) are crystal clear and professional while your phone charges
- Simple deployment—just plug it in and pair your phone

**POLY STUDIO**
USB video bar that brings your team face-to-face right in your home office
- Simple USB connectivity gets up and running fast
- 4K Camera, 5x zoom and automatic speaker tracking lets your team see you in stunning clarity
- Multiple speakers and noise blocking technology ensure everyone is heard clearly even if the dog is barking

*Available in select countries
YOU NEED TO WORK REMOTELY, AND MAKE IT A SUCCESSFUL WORKSPACE IN A BUSY HOME ENVIRONMENT

YOUR TYPICAL REMOTE ENVIRONMENT
• Family members in active household may include children, pets, and other working adult(s)
• Workspace can vary between shared space and dedicated space
• Adults may take turns watching children
• In meetings 50% of the time

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS
• Ability to block out distracting background noise
• Clear video for meetings where you must be on camera
• Freedom to move around during meetings to check on kids or answer the door without interrupting a call

POLY VOYAGER 4220 UC
Bluetooth stereo headset so you can answer the door without interrupting your call
• Connects wirelessly across laptops, mobile phones, tablets and Bluetooth-enabled desk phones for ultimate flexibility
• Roam up to 30m/98ft from your PC to check on your children without dropping your call
• Outstanding noise canceling and dual microphones help block out the discussion from others in the other room

POLY VOYAGER FOCUS UC
Bluetooth stereo headset that lets you focus on work—not the chaos around you
• Connects wirelessly across laptops, mobile phones, tablets and Bluetooth-enabled desk phones for ultimate flexibility
• Smart audio that removes the distracting sounds around you that keep you from focusing or being heard clearly
• Intuitive features and a comfortable design deliver a superior experience

POLY EAGLEEYE MINI
Small USB camera for easy use at the kitchen table, in the bedroom or at the coffee shop
• High definition 1080p video, electronic pan, tilt and 4x zoom so everyone can see your expressions
• Auto-adjusts to different lighting conditions so you can move from room to room with confidence of a clear picture
• Get up and running in seconds—no drivers needed
YOUR TYPICAL REMOTE ENVIRONMENT

- Multiple adults working from home
- Taking calls around the house on a laptop and mobile phone
- Occasional video calls in a bedroom or shared space
- May be new to working from home and part of a remote team
- In meetings 40% of the time

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS

- Freedom to move around during meetings
- Ability to block out standard household noise
- Be seen and heard clearly using laptop as primary communications device
- Use a headset in communal spaces, and speakerphone for headset-free option in private room

LOOK AND SOUND AS PROFESSIONAL AS YOU CAN—EVEN IF TAKING CALLS FROM THE DESK IN YOUR BEDROOM!

POLY BLACKWIRE 5220
Corded stereo USB headset for connectivity to multiple devices and all day comfort

- Connects to all remote working devices including laptops via USB, and mobile phones and tablets through the 3.5mm connector
- Ideal for all-day use with ultra soft ear cushions and cushioned headband
- A noise cancelling microphone prevents nearby noise from interrupting your calls

POLY CALISTO 3200
Corded portable speakerphone that lets you conference with confidence anywhere in your home

- Simple USB connectivity transforms your computer into a wideband audio speakerphone for when you don’t want to wear a headset
- Hear and be heard with exceptional audio quality and voice pick up, thanks to a 360° microphone
- Simple, intuitive controls let you answer and end calls, mute and control call volume easily

POLY EAGLEEYE MINI
Small USB camera for easy use at the kitchen table, in the bedroom or at the coffee shop

- High definition 1080p video, electronic pan, tilt and 4x zoom so everyone can see your expressions
- Auto-adjusts to different lighting conditions so you can move from room to room with confidence of a clear picture
- Get up and running in seconds—no drivers needed
DAY IN AND DAY OUT, YOU’RE THE VOICE OF YOUR COMPANY. HOW DO YOU SOUND PROFESSIONAL, EVEN FROM HOME?

YOUR TYPICAL REMOTE ENVIRONMENT
• New to remote working
• Shift work may be day or night
• On calls 90% of the time

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS
• A comfortable headset for all day use
• Excellent microphone pick up to ensure clarity with live customers
• Simple controls to easily manage and switch between calls
• Protection against background noises interrupting conversations
• A good video experience to collaborate and synch with team for daily stand-up meetings

POLY ENCOREPRO HW525
Corded USB headset for contact center professionals, especially when working from home
• Easily connects to a laptop or PC and works with all call center applications
• Super-lightweight, robust design and soft, audio-optimized ear cushions provide all-day comfort
• Tuned stereo wideband audio delivers rich, clear conversations while SoundGuard DIGITAL protect users from hearing discomfort and listening fatigue

POLY EAGLEEYE MINI
Small USB camera for easy use at the kitchen table, in the bedroom or at the coffee shop
• High definition 1080p video, electronic pan, tilt and 4x zoom so everyone can see your expressions
• Auto-adjusts to different lighting conditions so you can move from room to room with confidence of a clear picture
• Get up and running in seconds—no drivers needed
YOUR TYPICAL REMOTE ENVIRONMENT

- Majority of day spent traveling
- Frequent participation in calls while in transit (cars, planes, trains, taxis, coffee shops)
- May host conference calls with multiple people in the same location

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS

- Compact devices that are easy to carry and use
- Long battery life
- Ability to hear and be heard clearly in noisy environments
- Seamless technology integration with laptop and mobile phone

HEAVY TRAVEL SHOULDN’T MEAN SETTLING FOR SECOND-RATE COMMUNICATION

POLY VOYAGER 5200 UC
Pocket sized Bluetooth mono headset for workers on the go
- Sounds professional in any environment whether connected to a PC or mobile phone
- Nothing gets in the way of a clear call with WindSmart technology and four omni-directional microphones to reduce distracting background noise
- All day comfort in a very discreet package

POLY CALISTO 5300
Bluetooth portable speakerphone lets you sound your best wherever you’re working—at home, remote or in the office
- Wirelessly connects with laptops, tablets and mobile phones for ultimate device flexibility
- Professional audio with full-duplex 360° microphone and echo cancellation
- Know the status of calls at a glance thanks to clear visual indications for mute, battery, volume level and more
IF YOUR REMOTE WORKING NEEDS ARE DIFFERENT THAN THE SCENARIOS WE’VE OUTLINED IN THIS GUIDE, USE THESE QUESTIONS TO HELP YOU SELECT THE RIGHT POLY REMOTE WORKING SOLUTIONS TO MEET YOUR SPECIFIC SITUATION.

What is the most productive way to communicate with my coworkers, partners and customers while working remotely?
You and your organization need to determine what modes of communication you want to use. Audio calls may suffice for quick chats and answering urgent requests, but we recommend using video wherever possible to ensure more meaningful conversations. This is especially critical when working remote without the benefit of in-person interaction.

What equipment will I be using to work remotely?
The typical devices people use to work remotely are a laptop or desktop PC, a tablet and/or a mobile phone. Knowing which of these computing devices you wish to use, and if you will be switching between them, will influence your choice of headsets, speakerphone and video cameras. In our experience remote workers end up using all of these devices to stay engaged so we recommend devices with the ability to easily switch between a laptop, tablet and mobile phone.

Do I need the freedom to move from my workspace during calls or will I be stationary?
There are two main ways to connect your communications devices to your computing devices: wired (sometimes called corded) and cordless. Wired solutions are less expensive than their corded counterparts and you don’t have to worry about how long the battery will last. But they do limit your ability to move around and remain on a call. Wireless connections give you more freedom to roam and let you switch from one computing device to another without having to plug or unplug anything. Wireless devices run on batteries and will have to be recharged regularly. We recommend the connection type that will meet the needs of your particular situation and budget.
How can I minimize distractions from noises around me and prevent people on my calls from hearing them?

Noise in and around your remote working location can distract those on your calls and keep you from focusing on your work. Poly headsets, speakerphones and video bars use noise cancelling microphone technology to protect those on your calls from hearing the noises around you. To help you concentrate, Poly headsets use both passive isolation and active noise cancelling technology to block the distracting sounds around you so you can keep your attention on the task at hand.

Is listening to music important to me?

If you like to listen to music while you work, select a headset with hi-fi stereo sound. If you need to have on ear open to hear what is going on around you choose a mono headset.

What style of headset is best for me?

Headsets come in a variety of wearing styles to accommodate different worker needs and preferences. Options include over the top of the head, behind the neck, on the ear and in the ear. Some styles cover one ear and some both. Poly has the broadest portfolio of headset wearing options to choose from. For those that don’t want to wear a headset Poly has a line of personal speakerphones and video bars that deliver clear audio communications without having to wear anything.

Do I need a special camera for video calls?

Many laptops today come with very simple and basic integrated video cameras. They work, but they do not deliver a high definition picture or the best camera angle for most people. Poly video solutions include HD cameras and range from a simple USB camera (EagleEye Mini) to more sophisticated solutions such as the Poly Studio that includes integrated microphones, speakers and camera with advanced noise blocking and video production capabilities. These capabilities make a huge difference in how others see and hear you when you are working remotely.